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Abstract 

A common t.echnique in neurocontrol is that. of controlling a plant by static state 

feedback using the plant's inverse dynamics , which is approximated t.hrough a learn-

ing proce:flfl. It is ,"vdl knu\vn that in t.his control mode: e:ve:n small approximation 

errors or, which is the same, small perturbations of the plant may lead to insta

bility. Here, a novel approach is proposed to overcome the problem of instability 
by using the inverse dynamics both for the Static and for the error compensating 

Dynamic Sta,te feedback control. This scheme is termed SDS Feedback Control. It 

is shown that as long as the error of the inverse dynamics model is "sign proper" 

the SDS Feedback Control is stable, i.e., the error of tracking may be kept small. 

The proof is based on a modification of Liapunov's second method. The problem of 

on-line learning of the inverse dynamics when using the controller simultaneously 

for both forward control and for dynamic feedback is dealt with, a.s arc qucstions 

related to noise sensitivity and robust control of robotic manipulators. Simulations 

of a simplified sensorimotor loop serve to illustrate the approach. 

KeJ)WOTd,�: Neural net.work cont.rol, compensating perturbations� stability, feedback 

control, feedfonvard control� inverse dynamics� on-line learning, Liapunov's second 
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method . 

1 Introdnction 

A va.,t arnount of work ha., dealt with neural networks for controlling a plant 

with ku(mrn1 partially known � or unknown dYUt:tIIlics. Techniques; snch as in-

verse system identification ( see e.g. (Miller, 1987; Kawato et ai. ,  1987; Widrow 

et al. ,  1978)) ,  or identification-based ( "indirect") methods (see e.g. (Jordan, 

1990; Werbos, 1988; Widrow, 1986) ) ,  have been proposed for learning the in

verse dynamics. (For an overview see (Dean and \Vellman, 1991 ;  'diller et aL 

1990; N arendra and Parthasarathy, 1990) or (Vemuri, 1993)) .  Some of the 

proposed techniques separate the learning and a subsequent working phase. 

During the working phase the controller is no longer adapting. In real world 

prohleIllS it is quite COlIlIIlOIl, however, that the plant \; dYlli-UIlics changes over 

tilIH-�, i .e. ,  it rnight he necessary to n�taill aclaptivity. Adopting now a difIen�Ilt 

approach, the retentioIl of adaptivit:r during the ,vorking phase cannot solve 

all prohlellls. To give an eXolllple, if the dyut:unics has to he releal'Ilecl when-

ever the load changes it may involve a considerable time until the controller 

can get accustomed to working with the required precision in a new task. 

There are at least two options when dealing with this problem: (i"i add new 

dimensions to the dynamics and learn the control policy for every possible task 

(e .g . ,  weights) and estimate the load on-line (Anderson and Miller, III, 1992), 

or (ii) use a feedback controller in order to extend the region in which the 

fpedforward controllpr can work (Miyamoto et ai. ,  1988; Lpwis et ai. ,  1995). 

This latter option has several advantages hut may also be disadvantageous. 

In order to plaboratp this point tllA terminology will bp defined first, since the 

1 This work was partially founded by OTKA Grants T017110, T014330, T014566, 
and US-Hungarian Joint Fund Grants 168/91-A, 519/95-A. 
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Illeoning of SOIIle of the concepts Illa�y be different depeIHling on the field; vi:,.;. 

ControL Artificial Intplligpncp, Keur"l Ndworks, pte. 

If planning and control are interleaved, i .e . ,  at each time t the upgraded %n

stantaneo'lIs (state) information 2 is used to generate a new control signal then 

the system will be called a closed-loop system. If the value of the control at 

tim" t d"pends only on the stat" of the plant at tllP same time, tllP control is 

said to be in a .static "tate feedback control mod" and the controller is ca Il"d a 

feedforward contTOller (FFC) .  Assume that th" planned motion and the adual 

motion arc different . Then the difference, i .e. ,  the error, can be used to gener-

ate an error-compensating signal. Generation of the error-compensating signal 

is the task of the feedback controller (FBC) .  (Note the ambiguous usc of the 

term feedback. ) The output of the {cedback controller should be integrated in 

order to recall previous errors and thus to develop a p'"e'Uenti'Ue compensatoTY 

contTol signal. This means that a feedback controller applies dynamic state 

feedback, i.e . , it is precisely the dynamics of the (compensatory) control signaI 

that depends on the state of the plant as opposed to the case of static state 

f"edback when the control signal itself depends on the state of the plant. In 

other words, in the case of dynamic stat" feedback th" control signal is the 

output of anoth"r dynamical system. If, however, on" views tllP problem from 

the asped of the {cedback controller, its output may depend only on the er

ror, i.e . ,  the {cedback controller may itself be a feedforward control system 

working on the error as the state input . From this viewpoint the ta.sk of the 

feedback and that of the feedforward controller are similar: both should map 

state values to contTol 'Ual·lIes. In the following we use the term feedback contTol 

to refer to dynamic state feedback control. 

Now, we again consider feedback control: the advantage of the extra FBC is 

2 It is a.ssumed that t.he state information contains all the information needed 

to describe the dynamic.s of the plant. In caBe of sensorimotor control the state 

information should be developed from the sensory input. In this case observability, 
i.e., whether enough information can be recovered or not, is also a question . 
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that it allows the FFC to work with a hroader range of prohlems since the FI3C 

can cOInpensate for errors. Huvvever, since feedback is \vol'king on the basis of 

a possible error, snch an error first has to develop before any cOlnpensatory 

action can he made, i .e . ,  feedhack control is somewlmt delayed . 

N eurocontrollers typically realise static state feedback control where the neu

ral network is used to approximate the inverse dynamics of the controlled 

plant (Miller et aI. ,  1990). In pradice it is often unknown a pn:ori how pre

cise such an approximation can be. On the other hand, it is well known that 

in this control mode even small approximation errors can lead to instability 

(Ortega and Yu, 1987). The same instability happens if one is given a precise 

model of the inverse dynamics, hut the plant 's dynamics changes . Then, an, 

well-known ways of neutralising the effeels of uIlInodelied dynamics in adap

tive control, snch c:u..; tlH-� ()-111odificatioIl� signal nOrInalisation , (relative ) dead 

!':,onp; and projection Illethods, being \videl:y llsed l:l.IHl cliscussed in the control 

literature ( see for example, (Ortega and Yu, 1987)) .  Here we propose a new 

method where the FFC is used in a parallel feedback operation mode, i .e . ,  the 

same controller provides both the feedforward and the compensatory feedback 

signals. The rate of change of the compensatory control signal is the difference 

of the optimal control signal of the unperturbed plant and the control signal 

that would move the unperturbed plant in the direction along which the plant 

has moved. Here we shall prove that the resulting control scheme is robust : 

the elTor of tracking may be kept as small as desired by adjusting the gain of 

the feedback signal, provided that the error of the inverse dynamics model is 

"signproper". This method may he considered aB an alternative to stabil7.ing 

control-loops by means of PD /PID controllers. 

The SDS control scheme might be an attractive answer to the dilemma "when 

to switch between tcedforward and tcedba.ck control mdhods" . The dilemma 

arises when the learning issue is considered, since errors should result in leaIll

ing. However, if both feedback and feedforward methods are taking place, then 
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an interesting instahility may m'ise, namely: vVhich system is to he hlamed for 

the error') In other words: vVhich system should be trained? This is one type 

of the credit assignment problem (Minsky, 1961 ) .  This problem seems ea.sier 

if the feeclforward and the feedback systems are the same. VVe shall return 

to this point later. It will be shown by theoretical considerations as well as 

by computer experiments that the compound controller is capable of compen

sating perturbations, i .e. , perturbations that do not reverse the effect of any 

component of the control signal . 

The article is organized as follows :  First ,  in Section 2, we give the background 

required for considering the perturbed dynamics: Some assumptions consid

pring tlH-� plant 's dynaIIlics are givPIl; we tlH-�1l eXe:lluiue the so callp(l speed 

field tracking task that forms the bases of our analysis; finally, we consider 

the perturbed dynaJnics and define the static state compensatory signa.l. The 

next section (Section 3)  deals with error-compensating dynamic state feedback 

control. First, the proposed dynamics of control is given. Then we analyze this 

control scheme and prove that under reasonable conditions the error signal is 

uniformly ultimately bounded inside a neighborhood of the origin. The size 

of this neighborhood depends on the ga.in of the dynamic state feedback con

trol. Larger gain leads to a larger upper bound on the initial error that can 

be compensated and a smaller ultimate bound on the error. In Section 4 we 

consider the effects of using the same controller for dynamic and static state 

feedback d1!.l'ing lea.m.ing. It appears that direct leaJ'ning methods fit the pro

posed scheme, whereas indirect leaJ'ning methods are more suitable if used 

together with a fixed, independent stabili7-ing feedback controller. Illustrative 

simulations of a sensorimotor loop arc given in Section 5. Both the sensori

motor loop and the parallel architecture of the neurocontroller, which can be 

tuned by strictly associative learning techniques, arc described. The simula

tions illustrate how the scheme can compensate for structural errors as well 

as for external (ullInodelled) perturbations. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss 
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scnne questions related to nonstationary perturbations1 noise sensitivity; and 

the controlling of higher order plants. Our conclusions are drawn in Section '7. 

The Appendix contains the proof of the l'e'lllil'ed modification of Liapllnov's 

second method, a detailed proof of the ultimate boundedne" of the error in 

the error-compensating control scheme as well as the proof that the results 

are relevant to the controlling of robotic manipulators that should work with 

variable loads. 

2 Background 

2.1 Ass umptions conceTning the conb·olled plant 

Let Rmxn denote real 117, X n matrices. "7e say that a matrix A admits a 

generali7,ed inverse:l if there is a matrix X for which AXA = A holds. 4 

For convenience, the generali,ed inverse of a non-singular matrix A will he 

Asslllne that the plant's equation is given in the following forIll (Isidori, 1989 ) :  

it = b( q) + A( q) u (1) 

where q E' Rn is the state vector of the plant, it is the time derivative of q, 

u E' Rm is the control signal, b( q) E' Rn, and A( q) E' Rnxm. vVe assume that 

the domain (denoted by D) of the state variable q is compad and is simply 

connected; that n -s: m, and for each q E' D the rank of matrix A(q) is equal 

:l Sometimes it is called the pseudo-inverse, or simply the inverse of matrix A. 
4 It iR ,veIl known that (i) AiR llollRinglllar if and only if it has a uniqne generalir,ed 

inverse and (ii) all the solutions of the linear equat.ion Ax = b have the form 
x = Xb + (E - XA)y provided that the considered linear equation does in fact 

have a solution (Ben-Israel and Greville, 1974). Here y denoted an arbitrary vector 
of the appropriate dimensions. 
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to n; that is: tlH-� Illatrix is nonsinguhu:. As a consequence tlw plaJlt is strongly 

controllable. In this ca �<.;e the inequality n < rn. Illeans that there are Illore 

independent actuators than state vector cOIllponents:  i .e . :  the control prohleIll 

is redundant. Another kind of redundancy: 01' ill-posedness occurs when n > Tn 

in which case even A -, is non-unique. 

Further, we assume that both of the matrix fidds, A( q) and A -I ( q) arc 

differentiabk w.r.t .  q (differentiation is assumed to be extended to matrix 

fidds in the usual way (Lovdock and Rund, 1975)) .  

2.2 Sped field tnu:hng 

One way to obtain a dosed-loop control ta.sk is to consider the speed field 

tracking problem. This is defined a.s follows: Let v = v( q) be a fixed 11. dimen

siOllal vedor field over D. The ",peed field tmcbng ta.sk is to find the static 

stak feedbad: control u = u( q) that solves the equation <I = v( q), that is 

v(q) = b( q) + A(q)u(q). ( 2) 

Speed field tracking is non-typical in the control literature, but arises naturally 

if we consider path planning tasks (Connolly and Grnpen, 1993: Fomin et 0.1., 

1994; Lei, 1990). More conventional tasks, snch as the point to point w'ntTol 

and the tm:iedoTY tnu:ki"/),(j tasks cannot he exactly rewritten in the form of 

speed field tracking. 

In the case of point to point control the taBk is to find a control that moves 

the plant from a given initial stak (qi, <Ii) into a prespecified final state given 

by qf and <If = 0, the control signal being a fundion of time. Point to point 

control is ill-posed as there arc an infinite number of paths to (qf, <If = 0) .  

The requirement of "collision free" motion when the plant should not enter a 

so called (stationary) obstacle region reDtricts the variety of solutions but can 



not solve the prohlerIl of ill-posedness in the general case. If one can design 

a collision free path a�<.; a function of tirIle� qd(t) � then collision free rIlotion 

rIla�y he ensured if this path is tracked a�<.; closely as possible . In this way one 

arrives at the trajector �y tracking task ·when a trajector �y is given and the airIl 

of the control is to find a feedback control law which is able to impose on the 

error q(t) -qa(t) a behavior which asymptotically decays to zero as time tends 

to infinity. For convenience, it is usually assumed that the desired reference 

trajectory is not just a fixed function of time but, rather, coincides with the 

output of SOllIe autonolllOUS dynalllical systelll. 

Speed field tracking may be formulated as a special case of trajectory tracking 

provide(l that the distinguished autonorIlons s�ysterIl is the plant itself con

trolled by an optimally designed state feedback control law . It then follows 

that the major difference hdween speed field tracking and trajectory tracking 

is caused by the fad that a speed field is given as a function of state while 

a trajectory is given as a function of time. Consequently speed field track

ing is more robust against state perturbations. This can be important if it 

is critical to ensure collision free motion. Note that trajectory tracking may 

result in collision if the actual and the desired states of the plant differ suffi

ciently. Often it is hard to exclude the possibility of such differences because 

of unforeseen disturbances. vVith speed field tracking there is no such prob

lem since the speed field determines the motion as a function of state rather 

than as a function of time. Speed field design for collision free control is the 

subjed of current research (Hwang and Ahuja, 1992) .  It is important to note, 

that collision free speed fields may be construded efficiently by computing 

the stationary flow of a well designed diffusion over the state space (Lei, 1990; 

Ta;rasscnko and Blake, 1991: Keymeulcn and DeC11yper, 1992: Connolly and 

Grupcn, 1993 ; Morasso d aI. ,  1993 ; Glasius et aL 1995). The neural architec

ture that is capable of designing a discreti�ed speed field is briefly described 

in Section 5 . 1 .  Another method for constructing the speed field is the poten-
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tial fipld method (Locano-Pere" and "VeRley, 1979) .  Artificial potpntia.l fiplds , 
}umrpver , lnay have deceptive local Ininirna. 

2 . .3 Inve'rse dynamics 

Given the plant 's dynamics by Equation ( 1 )  the inverse dynamics of the plant 

is given as follows: 

(3) 

where y = y( q, t )  is an arbitrary function. Of course, the control signal 

u(q) = p(q, v(q)) (4) 

solves the speed field tracking control task given by Equation (2). In the fol

lowing we will look at the main valve of the inveTse dynamics, ' 1  .. e., we assume 

that y( q, t) = 0 and tlms 

p(q,q) = A-l(q)(q - b(q)). (5) 

This assumption simplifies the calculations and is justified by the learning 

mdhod described in dda.il in (Fomin d a!., 1994; S,epesva.ri and Lorinc" 

1995; S7.epesv<i.ri and Lorinc" 1996c). 

3 Compensatory control by dynamic state feedback 

The topic of the present artide is to propose dyna.mic stak feedback control 

to compensate permanent perturba.tions Of, which is equivalent, unmoddled 

dynamics. The problem is the following. Assume that at state q the speed field 

tracking problem prescribes the speed v( q) for the plant . Assume, further, that 
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the eqnation of rIlotion of the plant changes and the ne"v eqnation systerIl reads 

as follows: 

q = b(q) + A(q)u, (6) 

where A(q) is a nonsingular matrix field. Let us first assume that we seek a 

static state feedback compensatory control signaL w = w( q), such that the 

control signal u( q) + w( q) solves the original speed field tracking problem for 

the perturbed plant . One can check that for the compensatory control signal G 

w(q) = A-'(q)(V(q) - v(q)) (7) 

it holds tha.t q = v( q). Here v( q) is the speed vector field followed by the 

perturbed plant provided that the control signal is u( q): 

v(q) = b(q) + A(q)u(q). 

Unfortunately, the leaming of w(q) is as complex as it is to estimate A -I(q) 
and b( q) and thus it is the same as retaining the adaptivity of the feedforward 

controller. vVe should like to allevia.te this problem by introducing dynamic 

state feedback for estima.ting the compensatory control signaL 

First, observe that w(q) satisfies the equality 

u( q) = p (q, q) , (8 )  

where q is  the speed of the plant controlled by u = u(q) + w(q): 

q = b( q) + A( q) (u( q) + w( q)). (9) 

·'Not.e t.hat t.he compensa.tory cont.rol signal w(q) + (E - A-I (q)A(q))y(q,t), 
where y = y(q, t) is arbitrary, results in q = v(q), too. Thus w(q) can be viewed 
as the mean or main part of perfect compensatory signals. 
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The simplest error-feedback law is to let w change until Equation (8)  is sat

isfied. Using Equation (4) we get the following equations: 

w=A (p(q, v(q)) - p(q,4)) 
4 = b(q) + A(q) (n(q) + w) ( 10) 

where A is a fixed positive Illunber. 6 Fortunately, Equation (10) can be real

i"ed by applying a compound control algorithm provided that the speed of the 

plant is mea$nrable. The block diagram of the compound controller is given 

in Fig. 1 .  

As is depicted ill the figure and is suggested by the equations the controller 

that reali"es the inverse dynamics plays a dual role: it computes the feed-

forward control signal that would move the unperturbed plant into the de-

sired (lin-�cti()n and� in G:l.�<.;e of f'ITOr, the very saIne controller also COInplltes 

the (feedback) compensatory signal. The compound controller will he called 

Static and Dynamic State Feedback Controller (SDS Feedback Controller) .  

The computation of the control signal is as follows: \Ve assume that the state 

and the speed of the plant are available. The inverse dynamics controller first 

computes the feedforward control signal by using the speed field to be tracked 

at point q. Then an identical copy of the same controller computes a con

trol signal by using the actual speed (4) of the plant. This control signal is 

then subtracted from the feedforward control signa..!, the result is integrated 

through time, and is added to the feedforward control signal. The sum is used 

a.s the control input to the plant . 

() Equivalently one might consider the feedback equation 

w = A(p(q, v(q)) + p(q, -q)) . 

Again, in the case of equilibrium w = w( q). These two equations are not the same 
if b( q) is nonzero. 
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It is dear that in feedback e<[uilihriulIL i .e . ,  when w = 0 ,  it must hold that 

v(q) = v(q, w). On the other hand, if at any time w(t) = ° but w(q) is non

constant in the neighhorhood of q then w( t + "' ) must differ fmm w( q(t + "' )) 
provided that., is sufficiently small. This means that w cannot be kept ideal 

unless w( q) is constant. Below it will be shown that under some well defined 

conditions w can be kept as close to the ideal control signal as  desired by 

choosing large enough A. 

To proceed in this direction let us rewrite Equations (10) hased on the variahle 

z = A(q)w - (v(q) - v(q)) . ( 1 1  ) 

Note that if and only if w = w( q) then z = O. Tlms z may be viewed as an 

prror variahlp. Equations (10)  now takp thp form 

q=v(q) + z 
w=-AA-1(q)z. (12)  

These equations show that the plant approximately follows the prescribed 

speed field provided that z is small. As a special case we mention that if there 

is no perturbation at all, then w converges to zero at an exponential rate. 

This might hp seen directly from Equations ( 1 1 )  and (12) .  In the following 

the perturhed casp will he considpred and we show that thp error can he kept 

small. 

3. 1 The "ltimate b01mdedness of the feedback e rror 

Let us denote hy Amin(A) the 8,:ng7J.iar 7Ja17w of the quadratic matrix A, that 

has the least ab.solu.tc value. Of course, Amin(A) > 0 holds if and only if A is 

positive definite. Let us denote by II· II the Euclidean norm. vVe use the same 

notation for the Euclidean norm of vectors, the induced Euclidean norm of 
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Inatrices and tensors. 

VVe will assume that the perturbation of A( q) is decomposed aB 

A(q) = D(q)A(q). (13) 

The following theorem give, the conditions of the uniform ultimate bounded

ness of the error of tracking: 

Theorem 1 Ass'lI:me that the perh}'rlmtion of A( q) is (river!, by Equ(J,t-iorl, (18) 

and the pertnrlmtion ofb(q)i.< .'liven by b. Suppose that A(q), b(q), v(q) and 

D(q), b(q) have continuous deTivatives and that the following constants are 

positive: 

a=inf{IIA(q)11 1 qE D }  
d=inf{IID(q)11 1 qE D }  
A=infPmin(D(q)+ DT(q)) I qE D }. 

( 14) 
( 15) 

(16) 

Then f07' all E > 0 there exists a gain A and an absorption time T > 0 such 

that f07' all z(O) that satisfy Ilz(O)11 < KA it holds that Ilz(t)11 < E provided 

that t > T and the sO/'ution can be contirmed up to time t. In othe"!' w07'ds 

the en'or of tmcking z is 'unZ{07"1nly 'ultimutely bounded' Here K is u fixed 

posdive constant and z( 0) denote" the initial valne of z, Flr,rther, A � 1/ f and 

T � Ilz(O)II/A. 

For convenience D(q) + DT(q) will be called the symmetrized perturbation 

matrix and will be abbreviated to SP-matrix, Further, we say that a perturba-

tion of Equation ( 1 )  i, signpr'oper if A (defined by Equation (16) )  is positive, If 

A = 0 then we say the controller represents the inverse dynamic, of the plant 

semi-siqnpTOpedy, The signproperness condition means roughly that SDS can 

stabili7-e the control loop only if the angle between the effect of the control 

'Our definition of uniformly ultimately boundcdness is given in Appendix A. 
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signal on the perturbed and the unperturhed plants is smaller than the right 

angle for any control signal. The other two conditions1 ·which wen-� posed OIl 

the norlIls of A( q) and D( q), mean that these lIla trices should be uniformly 

non-singular on the dCHuain of the plant. Now we give an outline of the proof 

(debils can be found in Appendix B). 

Proof. The proof is an based 011 a IIlodincatioIl of Liapunov\; second rllethod 

(see Appendix A) : Let us take Il( q, z) = Z T Z = II z II' as a Liapunov fundion 

candidate. Computing Il(x) we have that it is the sum of a negative definite 

part, namely _AZT (DT(q) + D(q))z and another part - let us call it g -

whose magnitude may be estimated from above as illllz11" + A,llzW + ihllzll, 

where AI, A, and i10 are fixed constants that depend on the properties of the 

plant and the perturbation. When the absolute value of the negative definite 

part is larger than the sum of the absolute values of the other terms then the 

whole expression is negative. This region contains a ring given by the radii 

J{A and k/ A, where IC k al·e fixed and depend on A" A, and Ae. This proves 

the theorem. Moreover one sees that the ring can be enlarged both towards 

7,ero and towan]s infinity by choosing larger A values. 

S.2 Di8C1/,88,:on of the theory 

In order to develope some insight in the working of SDS control here we 

consider some special cases of the above theorem for various types of plants. 

\Nc start with th" most simple case: 

It is easy to show that the undesirable term f disappears if the plant's equation 

is given by 

q= Au + b, 
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and thp pprturhation and the vpctor fipld to be followed are constant. 1mlped, in 

this case D'( q) = 0,  A'( q) = (1, and d( q) = d is constant and thus d'( q) = o .  

COIlsequPIltlYl in this case l/ is  negative definite nIHl the original the()n�nl of 

Liapunov applips. Thus wp have the following sppcial case: 

Proposition 2 rt A(q) , b(q), D(q), r(q) and v(q) aT·C constant .fields then 

z converges to zero and w conve':qe.s to w ( q) = (E - A - I A)u + A - I (b - b) 

a.s tim.e goes to infinity. 

Assume next that the plant is linear, i.e. , 

q =  Au + Bq. 

Then using the above argument one gets that the error signal z is ultimately 

bounded in the region 

K = { z l l lz l l > max , (211B - BII 
,l,A 

2 1 1B - Bi l l!) 
} 

,l,A ' 

where '(; = Sllpq Ilv(q)11 providpd that u = u(q) == const . That is, in this 

special case we arrive at the original concept of ultimate boundedness " . This 

is because the term of order O ( l lzW) disappears from f.  

These special cases are of particular importance when considering point-to

point tracking problems since then by choosing a large enough value for A 

the plant can be kept in a small region of the desired end-point. If the small 

region allows to take a first-order approximation of the plant's dynamics then 

the error of tracking converges to 7.ero. Recently, we have run computer exper

iments for controlling a bioreactor, which proved challenging for conventional 

controllers and was suggested as a control benchmark problem in (Ungar , 

1992). Such a reactor shows chaotic open-loop behaviour. Our results with 

8 Sec the appendix for the discussion of various ultimate boundedness concepts. 
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these controller confinn the ahove predictions of the theory: ,ve considered set

point tracking tasks when Olle paraJneter of the hioreactor was pertnrhe(l and 

we observed that the er1'Or of tracking reduced to ,e1'O. Results are presented 

elsewhere ( S,epesv<i.ri and 1I)rinc" 1996h; S,epesv<iri and 1I)rinc" 1996d) .  

An interesting question i s  whether for classical mechanical models the pertur

bation of the "geometry" and other physical properties of the plant result in 

uniformly positive definite perturbation or not. The answer is positive at least 

for the following special case. Consider the robot arm working in the three 

diIllensional space with 3 degrees of freedoIll ( ,,'" Fig. 1 ) .  

'Ve assume a simplified model of the arm's dynamics that seems t o  be a "rea

sonable compromise between system complexity (and thus realism) and ease 

of implementation" (Anderson and Miller, III, 1992 ) .  The model is complete 

in that all joint coupling terms (centripetal and Coriolis torques, variable ef

fective moments of inertia, etc . )  are included. It is still an idealized model, 

however, in that all masses are assumed to be placed at discrete points and 

effects such as drive train friction are not modelled. The ann is similar to the 

three major axes (base, upper arm, and forearm) of typical industrial robots. 

\Ve investigate the properties of the symmetri7-ed perturbation matrix of this 

robot arm provided that the arm grasps or releases an ideali7-ecl object (i .e . ,  

the mass of the end point changes) .  Of course, the perturbation matrix is non

linear. \Ve prove by demcntary but rather tedious ca.lculations that the 

SP-matrix is positive definite and even that it is uniformly positive definite .  

The calculations arc given in Appendix C .  Note that since the dynamics of 

the robot ann is of second order the present results do not apply directly to 

this case. The control of higher order plants will be discussed later. 
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4 Compensatory control by static and dynamic state feedback: 

consequences for neurocontrollers 

In this section we treat the inverse dynamics neurocontrollers within the pro

posed control scheme. The use of neurocontrollers - because they represent a 

large and powerful dass of adaptive controlle1's - is important when the dy

namics of the plant is not known in a.dvance or uncertainties may be present 

in the dynamics. Adaptive controllers learn to control a plant from control 

samples. Direct mdhods aim to devdop a control rule without explicitly find

ing a modd of the plant . Indired mdhods first go through an identification 

stage to establish a modd before applying other kchniques to find the con

trol policy (Vemuri, 1993). :'-i"eurocontrollers can also be classified according 

to how the training data is used for leaming. On this basis we distinguish 

va.,.iational and non-va7'iational learning schemes. In the case of variational 

learning an error is computed from a desired and adual response, whereas for 

non-variational schemes there is no desired response. Indired methods tend 

to utili?e v31'iational schemes, and direct methods utili?e both variational and 

non-variational schemes. 

Another classification of learning scheInes is based 011 ,vhethel' or not learning 

is interleaved with probleIIl solving . In the fonner case we say that the learning 

is on-line , otherwise it is off-line . 

Before discussing stability questions al"lSlllg when the controller is adapted 

on-line, first, we show that the precis1:on of tmcking ma.y be increa.8ed if one 

utili?es a learnt neurocontroller, which represents the inverse dynamics of the 

pla.nt appro.r,ima.tciy, within SDS control scheme. This question is of great 

importance since the inverse dynamics of the plant may not be exactly repro

duced using a previously fixed set of modds (i .e . ,  with a fixed architedure and 

adjustable parameters) . The error obtained by choosing the best model from 

the set of possible models is called the str"ud'uml upp.,.oxirnation e.,..,.07· while 
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the error resulting from suh-optimal weights is called the leanJ.in,q fTT07', 

To see that the above statement holds, assume that the plant 's equation is 

given by Equation ( 1 )  and assume that we approximate A-I (q) by P( q) and 

b(q) by s(q) , Then, of course, A(q) "approximates" P-1 (q) , Now let us imag

ine that the inverse dynamics of our controller is "exact" ,  i,e" the plant 's 

equation is given by 

q = p- I (q)  + s( q) ( 17) 

Now, (1) is thought of a.s the perturbed system and (17 )  as the unperturbed 

system, If we apply Theorem 1 we get that under some smoothness conditions 

and provided that infq Am;n(D'1(q) + D (q)) > 0, where D(q) = A(q)P(q) , 

then for large enough gains the error of feedback (in other words the error of 

tracking) is U"CB and the ultimate bound on error is proportional to 1/ A, The 

positivity of the symmetri7.ed perturbation matrix follows if P approximates 

A - I sufficiently closely, \Vithout the feedback signaL i,e" when A = 0 ,  the 

(ultimate) houndedness of the error cannot be guaranteed (a few examples 

arc given in the simulations) , 

Thus if thp aboyp SYIIlIIlPtri:;;eci perturhation IIu-:l.Jrix is lluifonnly positive then 

the use of the neurocontroller even during its learning pha.se for SDS Control 

seems to be advantageous , On the other hand, if the initial controller does 

not represent the plant (semi-)signproperly then one should be cautious in 

using the controller for SDS ControL One should therefore have a signproper 

initial guess of the inverse dynamics of the plant in order to allow learning and 

feedback to work simultaneously, There are two ways to achieve this, First, one 

may initialize the controller so that it realizes the everywhere zero function, 

or one may prelearn a Oth stage model until it is signproper, 

However, even for signproperly initialized controllers the system may become 

unstable during learning, depending on the learning law, This question is con-
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sidered in the re;t of this section. First we consider direct IIlPthods (Grossberg 

and Kuperstein, 1986; Psaltis et aI., 1988; \Vidrow et aL 1978). The usual way 

of implementing the dired method is the following: a randoIll adion (control 

signal) is tried and the effect of the action (e.g . 1  tllP direction of IIlotion) 

is observed. Then we associate the effed with the action that caused it. In 

this case while learning there is no external signal to follow and thus there 

is no error terIll. It is therefore meaningless to compute the dynamic state 

feedback signal. If the learning phase ( i .e. , the self�generation of examples) is 

completed and the controller should track an external signal. then feedback 

can be switched on. If the adaptivity of the controller is still retained then 

both the feedback and the learning of the controller may work simultaneously. 

(Alternativel:y, this working IHode can be as� .. nlllled frOlll the beginning. )  Note 

that for pmper learning the FFC should always a."ociaJe the trm, control 

signal (i .e . ,  the sum of the control signals of the FFC and the FEC) with 

the actual movement (effed ) .  However, this learning mode requires a well de

signed external signal to follow in order to ensure the ergodicity of the plant's 

trajectory as well as exhaustive sampling from the space of control signals 

(Karendra and Monopoli, 1980) . 9  Note that during learning the tracking of 

the desired t rajectory is more precise with SDS Control than without it and 

this means that if learning is stable without the SDS Feedback Control then 

the stability of leaming is ensured with it too. Furthermore at the end of 

learning the compensatory control signal becomes small: it has to compensate 

only the structural approximation error. 

The other method, known as the indirect method (or mode! differentiation) 

(Jordan, 1990; Werbos, 1988; Widrow, 1986) requires a well designed exter

nal signal to follow. In this case the controller makes an informed guess as 

to which control signal should give rise to the provided external signal . This 

9 Note that exhanstive sampling of control signals restricts the range of control 
problems where direct methods can be used. For high dimensional control spaces 
exhaustive sampling may take too long to be practical. 
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guessed control signal results in a InoveInent or effect that is usnally different 

hOIn the external signal . The difference behveen these two is then used as an 

error terIn. Then, the parameters of the controller are modified so that the 

error is reduced (usually only on average) .  Note that here the error is a state 

or speed error. From this error one should compute the error of the control 

signaL i.e. , the obtained error should be "back propagated" through the plant 

dynamics. To this end the dynamics of the plant is modelled first (or assumed 

to be known) and then the model is used to back-propagate the error: thus 

learning is indirect - it requires an analytical model of the plant 's dynamics . 
However, from our point of view it is more important that in the case of the 

indirect method the (state or speed) error signal is available during the whole 

learning pha.se, i .e. ,  both the SDS Feedback Control and the learning might 

take place siIIlultaneously. H(mrever 1 this siIllultaneous use lIlight prevent or at 

least delay the learning of the true invel·se dynamics since the control and tlms 

the inverse clynalnics lnodel Inay seeln Inore precise than they are. Another 

problem is that overcompensation may render the learning process unstable: 

large errors in trajectory tracking may be caused by both the overcompensa

tion or the imprecise feedforward control signaL Consequently, this learning 

method should be cautiously used together with dynamic state feedback. Fur

ther research is needed to clarify this point . An appropriate starting point 

might be to consider the "feedback-error learning" models (Lewis et a1. ,  1993: 

Miyamoto et aL, 1988) when one replaces the adaptivp feedback controller by 

a theoretically justified and thus stable feedback controller that can providp 

the error signal for the tra.ining of the inverse dynamics controllpr and can 

sta.bili7-p the control loop. 

As can be seen from the above discussion direct inverse modeling provided a 

better fit with SDS ControL In the next section we describe some simulation 

results with our neurocontroller that make use of direct inverse modeling and 

non-variationaL Hebbian type learning in a CMAC-like architecture (Marr, 
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1969; Alhus, 1971; Miller, 1987: Fomin d a! ' ,  1994; Szepesv,i,ri and Li,rin,,", 

1995). 

5 Computer simulations 

In this section results of computer experiments arc presented. The aim of this 

section is to ill1J..stmtc the theory and the working of the compensation mech

anism by simulations. The plant 's equation, the neurocontroller and also the 

perturbations were kept as simple as possible. Despite this simplicity the mode! 

is quite complex and goes beyond the limits of the theory. This is because we 

consider simplified .sen.sorim.ot01' control, i .e . ,  some aspeds of sensory coding 

are induded. The simulations support the self-improving nature of SDS Feed

back. First, we introduce the neurocontroller used in the simulations. This 

neurocontroller is called the PDA controller since it maps position-direction 

pairs to actions. 

5. 1 The P DA ne'l!.TOwntTOller 

The PDA controller was suggested in (Fomin et aI. ,  1994; S"epesvari and 

Lorinc", 1995) for closed-loop sensorimotor control as an inverse dynamics 

controller. The basis of the nenrocontroller is a path planning algorithm that 

uses ha.rmonic functions to encode the collision free trajectories (Connolly and 

Grupen, 1993: Glasius et aL 1995; Keymeulen and DeC11yper, 1992; Lei, 1990; 

Morasso et al., 1993; Tarassenko and Blake, 1991) .  \Ve have extended this 

algorithm to include the learning of an approximate inverse dynamics control 

ofthe plant to be controlled (Fomin et aI., 1994; S"epesvari and Lorinc", 1995). 

Now, we briefly describe the working of this neurocontroller. 

Let us first consider the path planning part of the neurocontroller (see Fig. 3) .  
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Spnsory nenrons pl'Ovide the input to the network. Thpy may be thought of as 

disc:reti,ing the state spacp of thp plant. Anothpr layer of neUl'Ons, the spatially 

tuned npurons of the geometry discreti"ing layer develop a pl'Oblem dependent 

disc:reti,ation of the state space: thp weights of these neUl'Ons are developed in 

a self-organizing process (a winner-takes-all mechanism) .  The path planning 

problem is given in terms of discretization point occupancies. Any discretiza

tion point , called spatially tuned neuron, can be occupied by an obstacle, the 

planL or the target. It is also possible that more than one discretization point 

is occupied by an object. This results in a coarse coded, distributed represen

tation of the object that in turn results in smoother control signals. Between 

neighboT-ing discretization points laterally oriented geomeiTical connections 

allow activatioIl to spread: when the activity spn�ading 011 the cliscreti;:,atioll 

system settles we say that an activity field is formed. \Ve call this the equi

liln·iUIll activity map. The plant should move along the "gradient" of this 

activity map. (Here, and below we consider the neural network as a numeri

cal approximation of a continuous system. If the concepts are used with care 

then one can talk about the gradient field in the discrdized system, i .e . ,  the 

approximation of the corresponding quantity in the continuous system. The 

expression, directional derivative will also be used in this way. ) The activation 

spreading equation that forms this activity map is of the d-ifflis-ivn type and 

thus the equilibrium field has only one minimum and one maximum ( (  Con

nolly and Grnp,m, 1993; Lei, 1990) ) .  Moreover, these extremes correspond to 

the position of the plant and the goal, respectively. This is achieved by allow

ing unit inflow at the position of the plant and unit outflow at the position 

of the goal. Obstacles may be avoided by setting up appropriate boundary 

conditions, such <l,S for example by forbidding the a.ctivity to spread along 

the lateral connections of the corresponding neurons thus approximating the 

Ncnmann boundary condition. If the gra.dient of the equilibrium map is fol

lowed it results in a path from the plant 's actual position to the goal position. 

For on-line motion control the activity map should be continuously upgraded. 
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This is iIIlportant if either the obstacles or the goal is IIlovlng, or the con

troller or the sensors are iIIlperfect. For continuous IIlotion the changes of the 

equilibriuIIl activity IIlap are differential and thus the relaxation tirIle of the 

spreading activation IIlodel is a differential quantit�y. This enables fast� on-line 

path planning. 

It is also a nontrivial task to follow the gradient of the equilibrium activity 

map. This task, formalized in Section 2.2, is called tmcbng a prescribed speed 

field. Solving this task requires a knowledge of the inverse dynamics of the 

plant. However. in order to ensure collision free motion it is enough to fol

Iow a proportional speed field, where the proportionality can be a continuous 

function of the state providpd that thp proportionality has a positivp lowpr 

bound (S"eppsval'i and Lijrincz, 1996< : ) .  This pases thp learning problem sincp 

it suffices to know a rIlapping that is rH'oportional to the inverse d�ynarIlics 

mapping. Such a proportional mapping is called the Position-Direction to Ac

tion (PDA) mapping. It has been shown in (Fomin et aL 1994; Szepesva.ri 

and Lorincz, 1995 ) that the realization and learning of PDA mapping can be 

solved by simple Hebbian learning and by extending the path planning archi

tecture with two additional neuronal layers. To this end we have equipped the 

path planner neural net with interneUIOns and control (command) neUIOns 

(see Fig. 3 ) .  

Control nAmons should Amit thA control signal that moves thA plant along 

the gradiAnt .  IntArneurons are situated at lateral connActions (to Aach con

nAction there corrAspond two directivAs and thus two interneurons ) and al'e 

conneded to thA control command neurons by a.daptive connections. Equiva

lently, interneurons can be considered to store control commands. The working 

mechanism of the neurocontroller is a.s follows: An interneuron is enabled to 

"fire" only if it is in the neighborhood of the plant 's state represented on 

the discretization layer. This localization (similar to CMAC and Radial Basis 

Function methods) enables state dependent non-linear inverse dynamics to 
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be reali�ed. The firing of an interneumn is pmportional to the extent of flow 

along the corresponding connection (i .e. ; the firing of an internenron is an 

approxirnation of the (lin�cti()nal derivative of the steady state activity IIlap) . 

Every firing internenIon sends its control cOl111no,lHI IIlllltiplied hy its firing 

to the control neurons. The control neurons sum up their incoming activities 

and emit the computed value. This procedme approximates the PDA map

ping provided that the control commands of any internemon move the plant 

along the direction of the corresponding connection. It has been shown that 

this approximation is exact in the limit when the fineness of the discretiza

tion approaches zero and if the local neighborhood of any given discretization 

point is spanned by the direction vectors corresponding to the neighboring 

internPlll'OnS of the (liscl'eti�atioll point nncler consideration. 

The adaptation of the weights between interneurons and control command 

neurons is based on a general systenl inverse identification schelne that uti

lizes associative Hebbian learning: a randomly chosen control command and 

the intemeuron signals are associated with Hebbian learning, where the in

terneuron signals are computed from the path planning problem where the 

"plant-position" and "goal-position" are the plant's initial position and the 

position after the execution of the randomly chosen control command, rpsppc

tively. It ha,s bpen shown that in this way the neurocontroller is capable of 

learning the correct control commands and further it learns a proportional 

mapping to thp main value of the invprsp dynamics (see Equation 5) .  The 

advantage of sdf-organi7-ed associative learning is that it can not be trapped 

in local minima. However, its disadvantage is that exhaustive sampling of a 

high dimensional control space can be very time consuming. Further ddails 

of the algorithm as well as computational results to learning may be found in 

(Fomin et aL 1994; Szepesvari and Lorincz, 1995). 
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5.2 Df.tai[:; conceTning the :;en:;oTirrwtoT loop 

Both the state space of the plant and the control space are two-dimensional 

and square-shaped. The objects (the plant and the goal object) are represented 

by their co-ordinates. 

To provide some flavor of a real situation of sensorimotor control the objects 

of the state space (for example the plant itself and the goal) are projected 

on an artificial retina of dimensions 20 X 20. The artificial retina is assumed 

to "cover" the state space and one may assign co-ordinates to pixels as the 

center of the pixel in the state space. The image of objects being in the state 

space were "imaged" onto the artificial retina by using the following method: 

Every object creates non7,ero responses at the pixel closest to its position and 

weaker responses at the 8 nearest neighbor pixels. In all cases only 9 pixels 

were excited. The excitation of a pixel is limited to the interval [0 , 1] and was 

supposed as being inversely proportional to the distance between the pixels 

and the position of the object. 

The discretization layer of the neurocontroller is a grid whose dimensions 

(20 X 20) match those of the artificial retina. This enables the optimal cov

erage of the discretizing neurons over the image space of the artificial retina. 

The space of possible images was discretized by the discretization layer. The 

feedforward weights of every n8111'On of the discreti7.ation layer form a local

i7,ed Gaussian shaped spatial filter. Th8 proximity relations b8tween discreti?

ing nemons al'e based on the neighborhood relations of their spatial fiiters 

(S7.epesv;i.ri et aL 1994: S7.epesv;i.ri and LArinc7., 1996a). The spatial fiiters 

and the proximity relations bdween them can be learnt by self-organi7.ation 

(S7.epesv;i.ri d ai., 1994; S7,epesva.ri and LArinc?, 199630) . In these experiments ,  

however, the spatial fiiters, the proximity relations as well as the control com

mands stored by the interneurons were p1'e'w-i1'ed in an ideal fashion in order 

to limit the range of possible errors to sb'ud'uml upp1'oxirnation e1'7'01', only. 
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In thp following wp "pseribp 3 illustrativp simulations of inerpasing ('omplpxity 

in the perturbation. The perturbations l'Ll'f' of three hasic types: }uHnogenf'olls 

culditivf', hOIIlogeneolls rIlllltiplicative and inhorIlogeneolls rIlllltiplicative. Also; 

inhorIlogeneolls perturbations snch as errors arE-" pn·�sent even in the Inost SiUl-

pIe experiments due to imperfect sensing and other structural approximation 

errors. Results concerning more complex perturbations are not presented since 

they would not provide further information about the compensation mecha-

nism. \Ve discuss the results immediately after describing the simulations. 

5. S Addih:ve perturbation 

In these experiments the plant 's equation and the perturbed equation are 

given hy 

q = u  ( 18) 

q =  u +  b, ( 19) 

respectively; ,,,,here b is a fixed nOIl;:,ero vector. The control task is given by 

the constant speed vector field v( q) = V\VF,; ,,,here V\V8 points frorn ,vest to 

east. 1 0 Only the FBC was used in this experiment. The perturbation vector is 

perpendicular to the speed vector field and points from south to north. Typi

cal trajectories of the plant with and without compensation are shown in the 

upper left subfigure of Fig. 4. (For brevity we call the plant that is controlled 

by the feedforward controller alone the plant without compensation and 

the plant that is controlled by the static and dynamic state feedback con

trol the plant with compensation.) The trajectory of the plant without 

compensation moves along a straight line deviating strongly from the desired 

1 0 In this case the path planning algorithm was turned off and the interneuron 
activities were directly preset to their desired values. 
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dir"ction. Th" angl" betw""n th" hOl'iwntal lin" and th" traj"ctory of the 

plant r"fi"ds th" relation b"twe"n th" IIHlgnitlHl" of th" !,,,rturhation v"ctor 

b and the sp"ed vector VWR. Th" trajectory of th" plant that used the com

pensation InechanisIIl starts at the Sl:l.,1ne angle but qnickl�y curves back and 

relaxes at the desired west to east (horizontal) direction. This shows that the 

plant with the compensation mechanism is able to track asymptotically the 

desired speed field. This property becomes more apparent if one considers the 

features of compensation in the upper right part of Fig. 4. This figure shows 

the absolute value of the angle between the horizontal direction and the actual 

speed (dashed line) and the Euclidean length of the compensatory vector, W 

( solid line ) .  At the edges of the state space the estimation of the gradient and 

thus also th" estimation of the conect control colIllIlaIld an, "ffeded by the 

break of symmetry. The figure shows that the diredioIl approximates the de

sired direction; and the length of the C(HIlpensatoTY vector fluctuates arollnd 

a constant value. This constant value corresponds to the length of b since 

in the ideal case w would converge to - b (Proposition 2) .  Kote that due to 

the approximation errors perfect convergence cannot be achieved, even in this 

silnple case. 

5.4 M'u/tipiicative peThn'batiun 

In these experiments the unperturbed plant 's equation and the task were the 

same as in the previous section, but as the perturbation affected the matrix 

"A(q) " :  the perturbed plant 's equation is now given by 

it = F(a)u, (20) 

where the matrix F( a) is the rotation matrix corresponding to the angle a. 

The matrix F( a) + FT (a) is positive definite if and only if - IT  /2 < a < 
7r /2. For demonstration purposes we have chosen the angle a = IT /4. Again, 
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only the FI3C wa.s used in this experiment. The lower left part of Fig. 4 

shows the trajectory of the plant without ('ompensation (plus signs) and with 

C(Hnpensation (diaJIlOIHis). Again, the trajectory of the plant is sOIne\vhat 

distorted hy the edge effeds. The plant without compensation moves dose 

to an angle of IT /4 to the desired direction. The plant with compensation 

mechanism starts in the same direction but efficiently compensates after a 

very short distance. The directional changes of the uncompensated plant are 

due to the rough discretization. These directional changes are also diminished 

by the compensatory signal. Note that in these experiments the sampling of 

the controller is more frequent than in the experiments of the previous section. 

This increased sampling frequency corresponds to an FBC with higher A value. 

This is the reason why the trajectory of the plant with compensation deviates 

less than in the previolls eXperiI1H�Ilt . In the ideal ca�<..;e w \vonlcl COIl verge to 

(F-' (0) - E)VWF;. 

5. 5 In/wrnoqeneo'us pe,-t'uTbat-ion 

Finally, let the perturbed plant 's equation be given by 

q = F(o(q))u, (21 ) 

where F(· )  is the rotation matrix introduced in the previous section, but here 

the rotation angle is position dependent : 

{ IT  /2 ( 1 - d( q, c)) : 
o(q) = 

0:  

if7r/2(1 - d(q, e)) > 0 

otherwise. 

Function d gives the Euclidean distance between q and e, where vector e = 

(0, 0) is the center of the state space [-1 ,  1]2 Thus the rota tion is the great

est at the center and reaches zero as we approach the edges of the state 

space. Note that the perturbation is non differentiable along the unit circle 
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and that DT(e) + D(e)  = 0 ;  that is, the synllnptri�ed perturbation matrix is 

non-llniforrnly positive definite. It is not expected that snch HIndU cieviations 

from the themy seriously limit the use of the proposed SDS Controller. The 

siIIlulations show that this is iIHleed the case. 

The task is changed to move to the upper right comer, i .e . ,  v( q) is proportional 

to ( 1 ,  1 )  - q. (The scale on the figures correspond to the 20 X 20 discretization. ) 
At the same time the initial positioIl of the plant becomes the lower left cmner. 

Now, the path planner algmithm is also in effect. This way the optimal path 

would go through the center (e) of the state space, where the perturbation is 

the strongest. Typical trajectmies al'e shown in the lower right part of Fig. 4. 

The trajectories plotted by diamonds, plus signs, and squares correspond re

spectively to the trajectories of the unperturbed plant, the perturbed plant 

without compensation, and the perturbed plant that uses the compensation 

lnechanislll. 

Note that the plant that nses the cornpensatioll rnechanisIIl overc:ornpensates 

the perturbation. This might be observed at the end of the trajectory. The 

overcompensation is due to the strongly nonlinear nature of the perturbation: 

by the time the controller compensates for the strongest perturbation in the 

middle of the space the perturbation decreases quickly and overcompensation 

results .  The overcompensation is the consequence of the integration time we 

applied in the feedback controller. This overcompensation can be made ar

bitrarily small by using faster compensation, i .e . ,  by increasing the gain of 

A .  

5. 6 Note.s 

The presented numerical examples show the difference between feedforward 

and feedback control strategies. If the problem is perfectly leamt then the 
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control pn)hleIll is sc)lved \vithOllt error. F'eedforwaJ .. d control is fast; hCr\vever, 

it requires experience and learning. If, on the other hand, the prohleIIl is not 

perfectly learnt then feedforwanl control IIlay becoIIle unstahle and feedback 

should be applied to stahili�e the control loop. Generally speaking, feedback 

takes time since the error has to develop and, on the other hand, the detection 

and initiation of the feedback control signal may take time. If the feedback 

signal is fast and strong then the system may become sensitive to noise; this 

problem sets limitations on the time required to apply the feedback control 

strategy. Another important consequence of using the compensatory mecha

nism, which was supported by our simulations. is that it corrects structural 

approximation errors, too. 

6 Discussion 

In this section we discuss some questions concerning SDS Feedback Control . 
First we compare conventional feedback controllers with our metholL then 

the effect of nonstationary perturbations as well as sensitivity to noise are 

discussed. \Ve then consider how the proposed control scheme (speed field 

tracking using SDS Control) can be utilized to control higher order plants and 

finally, we weigh some open questions. 

6. 1 C(J"m.pa.T'isori. to otheT m.etlwris 

The ma.in difference between conventional and SDS Control is that in design

ing a conventional feedback controller, some knowledge of the plant 's dynamics 

(or its inverse dynamics) is required. If the dynamics of the plant is not known 

then one must use an adaptive mdhod; in other words, one should teach an 

appropriate controller , e.g. an inverse or forward system identification should 

tal,e place first. If an analytical model of the dynamics of the plant is learnt 
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thpn onp still has thp opportunity to dpsign a dynamic state fpedback con

trollpl' in the conventional 'va�y. However; a�<.; it has heen shown here� the learnt 

inverse dYIlcunics controller can also he llsed for ciynarnic state feedback. :Nlore

ovel'� the resulting COIIlpound controller can ccnnpensate perturhations quickly 

under relatively mild conditions. Our opinion is that since our FBC closely fits 

the controlled plant our feedback may well be faster than a linear feedback 

controller would be. Moreover, as it has been discussed before the simulta

neous learning of the inverse dynamics model and its utilization within the 

SDS Feedback is possible. The preferred learning method is then direct system 

identification ( see Section 4). In terms of the approach presented in this paper 

the adaptive scheme is most advantageous in cases when the plant's dynamics 

is completely or partially unknown. 

It is important to note here that the primary goal of using an inverse dynamics 

controller in the SDS control mode is to stabilize control loops. Thus the role 

of the proposed scheme is similar to the role of PD /PID controllers which are 

widely used for this purpose (see, e.g. (:\IiyaIlloto et a!', 1988; Lewis et a1., 

1995)) .  However, SDS control overcomes several limitations of PD/PID based 

stabilization. First, since PD /PID controllers transform state space error into 

compensatory control signals via matrix multiplication by a positive definite 

matrix, they require that the dimension of the state space and the control 

signals be the same. However, often these dimensions are not the same. This 

restriction is overcomed in our method, since the model of inverse dynamics 

is used to compik stak space signals into control signals. Second, PD /PID 

controllers require special plants :  for our plant modd they would require that 

A( q) is positive definik. Although this assumption holds for robot-arms, at 

the saIlle time for general non-linear plants, e.g. for chemical plants this as

sumption may be too strong. 
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6.2 Non<;tntionnry peTbr:rbation.r.: nrul noi8e 8en8itivity 

In the proofs we assumed that the perturbation is stationary, i.e. , if it is 

switched on then it remains unchanged forever. However, this assumption is 

unrealistic. As far as nonstationary perturbations are concemed the proof of 

Theorem 1 should be modified. In fact , if the perturbed system is given by 

it = A(t, q)u + b(t, q) 

then ,7, z would contain additional terms such as, e.g. ,  ;, A( t , q) . K ote that 

these additional terms do not increase the order of f - considering f as a 

polynomial of z .  This means that if the changes are slow, i .e . ,  these terms are 

bounded, then for large enough A one may keep the ultimate boundedness 

of thp prror signal. H(mrpvpr, it is nlPntioIlPd that in rpal world applications 

thesp change.; are nsnally fast (P.g . , whpn a robot anIl grasps a heavy object ) .  

In snch a G:U';P thp prror signal IIlay bpCOIIlP vpry largp and thp SystPIIl IIlay 

become unstable. 

Any noise disturbing the control loop can be considered as a nonstationary 

perturbation, but noise usually does not admit a time-derivative and what 

is more the variation of noise over time is not even bounded. Therefore, our 

machinery cannot be applied unless these unpleasent features of noise al'e ruled 

out. In what follows we aBsume that the noise affecting our system has bounded 

amplitude and bandwidth. Then an important issue is where the noise enters 

the system. One usually assumes that noise affects the output of the controller. 

In such a case the noise can be viewed as an additive perturbation of the plant 

and can be compensated by our SDS Feedback mechanism with high enough 

A values. If the noise, on the other hand, affects the inputs of the controller .  

e .g . ,  the state of the plant, then it can be viewed as the perturbation of 
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the inverse d�yna,lIlics IIlodel. The houndeclness of the noise-a,lIlplitucle iIIlplies 

the houndedness of the corresponding perturhation1 seeing that 1 the inverse 

clynaIIlics is hy a�<,;suIIlption a (lifferentiahle function with uniforIIlly bounded 

clerivatives. In this G'\,se; again� the noise can he cOIIlpensatecl hy our systeIIl. 

Note that this is not so for conventional linear feedback controllers. The most 

delicate case of the SDS scheme is when the noise enters the system just before 

the compensatory vector is integrated, i.e . , the noise affects w. Such a noise 

can easily make the system unstable , in spite of the fact that this type of noise 

results also in an additive perturbation of the planL since the perturbation 

now tal,es the form 

r 
A J n(t)dt, 

o 

where n( t) denotes the noise. 'J ow, even the boundedness of the integral cannot 

be ensured for the general case. Moreover, the amplitude of the perturbation 

will be proportional to A. This means that increasing A will also increase the 

perturbation of the system. This problem, however, is the problem of every 

dynamic state feedback controller provided if noise can enter precisely before 

the point where the compensatory control signal is integrated through time. 

6. S Controlling higher order plants 

Sincp higher order systems can be written in the form of a first ordpr system it 

follows that SDS Control of higher ordpr plants is by no means problematical 

provided, that the plant ma.y be pquipppd with the necessary control units .  

On the other hand, speed field design for higher order plants may become 

complicated . This can be demonstrated by rewriting the dynamics of a higher 

order plant in the form of a first order differential equation whereupon one 

may arrive at a singular matrix field, A(  q) . Consequently the inverse field of 

A( q) is non-unique (the dimension of the control space may be smaller than 
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that of the "phase-space" . ) This Illeans that not all speed fields can be tracked 

with "e1"O error: the speed field to he tracked should he carefully designed. 

One method that solves this problem is best illustrated by a second order 

plant for which only q is directly controllable (as in the case of a robotic 

manipulator) , i .e . ,  when the plant 's equation is given by 

q = A (q, q)u + b(q) . 

Assume that we have designed a speed fidd still in the state space. Ld us 

denote it by v = v( q) . L sing this speed fidd we have to sd up an accderation 

fidd a( q, q) in an appropriate way since in the ca.se of the robotic manipulator 

it is only the accderation of the plant that can be controlled directly. In ca.se 

of speed field tracking the speed to be tracked Illay be given simply in the forIll 

of the difference between the (possibly time dependent) desired position and 

the actual position. The analogy for "acceleration field tracking" is that the 

difference between the desired speed and the actual speed should be tracked: 

a(q, q) = v(q) - q. 

Computer simulations indicate the stability of this approach (resuits will be 

published dsewhere) . 

6.4 Open q1!estions 

One shortcoming of our approach is that the perturbations should be sign

proper in order to keep the error krm bounded. Experiments indicate, how

ever, that humans are capabk of compensating not uniformly positive definik 

perturbations extraordinarily rapidly (Young, 1969) .  In our framework such 

"structural" changes should be detected and the appropriate sign changes 

should be incorporated in the control. The detection of such changes may be 
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based on the observation that with such a perturbation the error terrIl keeps 

growing to infinity. However, the (letection of the nature of an 

seelIls to be far froIIl trivial. 

It is intriguing to think about fast action probleIlls. Such actions IIlay not 

allow the direct use of the feedback controller since the time is just far too 

short to develop the compensatory signal. However, the feedback controller 

IIlay be used during the learning procedure: if the task to be controlled is such 

that it IIlay be practiced starting from slow speed and the high speed action 

could be built up step by step, then the feedback controller may be utilized 

since the task i" now slow enough and the feedback controller may play a role. 

If the very same learning procedure allows for the increase of the gain factor 

A during training then the feed hack controller may he a hie to keep up with 

the needs of the feedforward control prohlem. In this way the controller can 

produce very precise motion that can he stored in a "procedural" memory for 

later reuse. 

Another reason to change A that if tllP plant is highly non-linear then in some 

regions of the state space a lower gain is sufficient, while in other regions a 

higher gain is needed to ensure a certain stahility. A state dependent gain 

would reduce sensitivity to noise. Another option is to usc an adaptive (time 

varying) gain; the gain should he innea.sed if the error of tracking is not 

sufficient and otherwise it should be decreased. 

One can try to use some aspects of passivity (Goodwin and Sin, 1984; Landau, 

1979; Lewis et aL 1993: Slotine and Li, 1991) of the plant . In this case one 

may start from the Liapunov function of the plant which satisfies the passivity 

criterion and usc the components of this function to design a modified dynamic 

state feedhack control as in (Lewis ct aI., 1995) .  It seems possihle that for such 

paosive systems the ultimate boundedness of the error can be extended to the 

whole error space. In thi" case the speed of nondationary perturbations would 
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not be limited by the magnitude of the gain factor. 

7 Conclusions 

\lVe have shown that the so called SDS Controller is capable of compensating 

inhomogeneous, non-linear, non-additive perturbations of non-linear plants 

that admit an inverse dynamics. Such perturbations arise, for example, when 

a robot arIn grasps or releases a heavy object. The SDS Controller is com

posed of two identical copies of an inverse dynamics controller. One copy acts 

as the original dosed loop controller while the other identical copy is used to 

develop the compensatory signal. The advantage of this compound controller 

is that it can develop a control signal for unseen perturbations and thus can 

control the plant more precisely than the dosed loop feedforward controller 

alone. Also SDS Feedback Control is advantageous to error feedback control 

since the feedforward controller can provide ahnost precise control signa1s. 

R.oughly speaking, we have proven that an arbitrary non-linear perturbation 

can be cOlnpensated by our method provided that the perturbation is sign

proper. The proof is ha�<.;ed on a cllstolni:.-;ed Liapllllov fUIlction approach. The 

compensatory signal is built up very rapidly. This follows from the general 

tlH-:.orYl hut just for linel'Ll' plants . For non-linear plants it \Vt-:U"; derIloIlstrated 

by computer simulations. \lVe have shown for a particular robot arm that the 

conditions of our stability theorem are implied when perturbations caused by 

changing the load of a robot arm are considered. 

The ma.in a.dvantage of the suggested architecture is that the very sanw sys

tem is used for feedback and feedforward control and the learning problem is 

therdore relaxed since only one system is available for training. Lea.rning and 

SDS Control may take place simultanously: the only thing to remember is that 

the training signal must always be the SUIll of the feedforward and feedback 

control signals. Another advantage is that the stability theorem requires only 
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a qualitative rnodel of the inverse dynarnics. The use of the inverse dynarnics 

model in the SDS Feedhack Control mode can reduce the the approxima

tion errors which rnay considerably relax the nurnher of pararneters that are 

required to achieve a given precision in control, This, in turn: rnay enable 

the use of fast learning, local approximation based neural networks, that are 

otherwise known to suffer from combinatorial explosion in the dimension of 

the state space. Finally, SDS Feedback can work for overcontrolled plants - a 

property which distinguishes SDS Feedback from other stabilization methods, 

such as PID controllers .  

Appendix 

A An extension to Liapnnov's second method 

Some notions on stability are needed for the subsequent developments. Let R 

denote the set of real numbers, and R" denote the real n-dimensional vectors. 

Consider the autonomous system 

x = f(x), (A. l )  

where x i s  the element of D, D i s  a compact subset of R", and f i s  a vector 

valued smooth function over D. The solution of Equation (A .l )  corresponding 

to the initial condition x(O) = ( is denoted by cp(t ; 0 (e E D) .  It is assumed 

that the output of Equation (A. l )  is 

y = h(x) , 

where y E Rm, (m. > a integer) and h is continuous .  Let I I · I I  denote an 

arbitrary norm over Rm and let U be an arbitrary subset of Rm. We say that 

the output of the above system is unifo.,.rnly ·ulhmutely bo·unded ("CUB) 'W • .,.. t. 
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the set U if thpre is a hound b > 0 and a nllluhpr T > 0 such that for each 

solution 'P(t; () for which Ii(() E U it holds that I lh ('P(t : () ) 1 1 < b providpd that 

t > T and 'P(t :  () is definpd for t .  If h(x) = x, then we say that the s!}steTn is 

U"CI3. Since 'P(t, + t2 ; () = 'P(t' : 'P(t2 ; () )  for all ( and t" t, > 0, it follows that 

if the output of the system is UUB and h(cp(t ;  0) E U for some ( and t then 

for all tf > t + T  it holds that I l h('P(t'; m i l < b. T will be called the absorption 

time. It may be worth noting that in Ref. (La Salle and Lefschetz, 1961) only 

the system's uniform ultimate boundedness was considered and only w.f.t . 

Rn. Another difference is that in our case uniformity refers to bound b as well 

as to the absorption time T whereas in ( La Salle and Lefschetz, 196 1 )  it refers 

only to the bound. 

Let the Liapunov derivative of a real valued differentiable function V = V(x) 
w.Lt . Equation (A. I )  be denoted by i' and given by 

T" ) � iN ( f" ) v (x = � [hi xl ; (x , 

where Ji(X) is the ith component of J(x). The Liapunov derivative admits the 

noteworthy property that if x(t) is the solution of (A.l )  then dd, (V(X(t) ) )  = 

I/(x(t)) holds for all t. The following theorem is il slight modification of a 

standard extension of Liapunov's second theorem (La Salle and Lefschetz, 

1961) . 

Theorem 3 Let 'I1S conside,' the a'utonorno'us diffeTwtial eq'l1ation g'iven by 

Eq'ul1tion (A. 1) and its output 

y = h(x). 

where h : Rn --+ Rm, h ':8 contin7J.07J.8 and h(O) = O. A88?J.Tnc that we arc given 

positive n'urnbeTs k < J{, and /3 > 0 and a 'real val-l1ed .fl1nction V = V (x) 
defined on D that has contin'l1o'us pa,·tial deTivatives. Ass'l1rne that D contains 
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(J. neighhorhood of ze'f"O. Let 

R = { x E D  I k -S: l lh (x) I I -S: K }  

and aSS'II'fne that the following cOTulition<; (J:{"e sati.�fied. 

(i) V = H"( l lh(x) l l ) ,  'WheTe W is a st'l'ictiy inc7'wsinq .function; 

(ii) d x  E R then �'(x)  < -S.  

Then the 01/,tp7l.t y of Eq7l.ntion (A. i) i8 UUB 711.r.t. the 8et {x E D  I I l h (x) l l -S: 
K } ,  'Whe'l'e the 'ultimnte bo'und of the o'utp-ut is k .  

Note that since h(O)  = 0 and h i s  continuous the region { x  E D I I l h (x) 1 1  < 

K }  contains a neighborhood of zero provided that D contains a neighborhood 

of zero. 

Proof. Let us fix an arbitrary f E R  and consider the function vii) = 

V('P(t ;  f ) ) .  It holds that W(O)  -s: v (t)  and v iOl -s: W(K). The latter inequality 

holds since if x E R then h(x) E Sf' = { y  I k -s: I l y l l  -s: K }, and thus 

I l h (x) 1 1  -s: If and thus W(l lh (x ) l l )  -s: W(K). Further W(K) > W(O) by the 

strict monotonocity of rv. According to the definition of Liapunov's deriva

tive it holds that v'(t) = ,�t v (t)  = V'('P(tJ) ) .  Thus v'(t) < - ,6 as long as 

'P(t;  0 E R. If one integrates both sides of this inequality and utilizes that 

'P(O: () = � E R it leads to the inequality v (t)  -s: -pt + viOl  that holds fwm 

time t = 0 until 'P(t;  f) E R. Since v (t)  is bounded fwm below by W(O) we 

havA that 

W(O) -s: v (t)  -s: - St + W(K); 
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this holds until thp solution is in R. ConsP'[upntly the solution must leave R 

wi thin thp time 

T = loV(K) - W(O) 
/j 

independently of the initial value of thp solution, ( . "\Vp claim that this T 
satisfies the conditions of the theorem. To see whether this is the case let T( 0 

be the time when the solution leaves R. (T(  0 exists since S[' is compact and 

the output of any of the solutions is continuous. ) We claim that I l h (  pit: 0) 1 1  = 

k. Let i " i2 E [O, T({)] such that t ,  < t , .  It then holds that v (t , )  > v (t,) and 

thus using Property i of V we get that I l h (p(t , ; m l l  > I l h (p (t, : O) I I ,  i.e. , the 

n07·m of the o·utput dee7·eases while the sol·ut-ion is in R. Since p(O ;  () = � E R 

then I lh (p (O; 0) I I  <::; K and, consequently, by the time the solution leaves R 

the value of I lh (p(t ;  ()) I I  cannot he p'[ual to K. Now Id us provp that any 

solution that entprs thp oppn spt U = { x  I I lh (xl l l  < k } rPlIlains within it 

until the solution can he continned. For tlH-� proof let ns aSSlllIlP in contnu..;t 

that the solution that entered U once, leaves it at time T, . This means that 

I l h (p(T, ; O l l l  = k and there exists a time interval (T, - ii, T,) during which 

the solution is still in U. Now let us consider v'(i) during this interval. Since 

c'(i) is continuous and v'(T, l  < -B there is a subinterval of (T, - ii, T,) 

during which v'(il is negative, i .e . ,  v is decreasing. Let t be the element of 

this subinterval. We then have v(t)  > v (T, ) .  Using Property i again we get 

that k = I l h(p(T, ;  m i l  < I l h (y(i ;  m i l ,  which contradicts the assumption that 

pit; 0 E U. Thus we have that if a solution enters the set [T, it remams 

inside until it can he continued. Now, if ( is such that I lh (0 I I  <::; K then 

I l h (p(t; Ol l l  < k holds for all t > T for which p (t; O is defined. That is, the 

considered system is U"cB. 

Moreover, it holds that for every solution that starts from R" = { x  E D I 

V"(x) < O }  it holds that the output of the solution enters every sphere Sk = 
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{ y  I I ly l l  < k }  within a finite time, provided that flD n S!, oF 0.  Thi, can 

be proved hy varying ,8 in the ahove proof. For our purposes a special G:U";P 

of TheoreIll 3 is needed. Let us t:U";SllIne that systeIIl (A.  1) is decoInposed into 

two parts: 

x ,  = f, (x) 
X2 = lAx),  (A.2) 

where x, E: Rn" X2 E: Rn" n , , 112 > 1 and II , + n2 = I I .  Further assume that 

the output of system (A.2) is h(x) = x, . Then Theorem 3 ,""ads n.' follows : 

Corollary 4 Let ItS consider the aldonomolts differenbal eqltation given by 

(A .2) .  Assltme that the domain of this eq1wtion contains a neighborhood of 

zero. Let I I  . I I  denote an arbitrary norm on Rn, and let 

R = { x  E: D I ),, ::; I lxl l l  ::; K } ,  

whe7'e k < K aTe positive 7/'Umbe'rs and x ,  denotes the vectoT fOTmed from the 

fiTst "'1 components of x .  Ass'wlne fUT"theT thut we UTe given u fixed positive 

rmmheT, p .  Now S'''ppose thut theTe exists u Tml-vu/'"ed function 1/ = V(x) 

defined on D, V hus contin'tw'''s paTtial deTivatives on D, and V satisfies the 

following p7'OpeTties; 

(i) V(x) = W( l lx , l l ) ,  wheTe W is a stTictly incTeasinq function; 

(ii) if x E: R then �'(x) < -8.  

Then the outpu.t y = x, of "y.stem (A.2) '8 UUB 1/J.d. the 8et { x  E: D I 
I lxl l l  ::; K }  and bound b. 

This corollary staks that under the required conditions Equation (A.2) is 

par·tially ·unifoTmly bo·unded. Some partial stability concepts were considered 

by RUlIlianlsev (RulIliantsev, 1957). 
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B Proof of the unifonn uitinmte boundedness of the error 

In this section we give a ddailed proof of Theorem 1 .  We will need the following 

fundions: 

r(q) = b(q) - b(q) (B. 1 )  

and 

d( q) = v(q) - v( q) . (B. 2) 

Elementary calculations show that 

d(q) = (E - D(q) ) (v(q) - b(q)) + D(q)r(q). ( B.3)  

The proof is  the application of Corollary 4. Let us take X ,  = Z ,  X 2  = q, and 

V(x) = zTz = I l z l l '- Let us now compute ,/(x) . First, let us take the time 

deri vah ve of z: 

�� z = A(q)w + (A'(q)q)w + d'(q)q. 

Here d' (q) denotes the gradient of vector field d( q) (that is d' (q) = 'V qd( q)) 

and A' (q) denotes the gradient of the matrix field A( q) , that is A' (q) = 
'V QAt q) is a matrix of order 3 and its general element is given by UUij( q) / Uqk 11 

(Lovelock and Rund, 1975) . 

Now let us reconsider the r.h.s. of the ahove equation. Ohserve that A(  q)w = 

-AD(q)z and let f = A'(q)qw + d'(q)q. Using f it holds that 

cl 
-z = -AD(q)z + f. 
dt 

I I Here \7 q denoted the column vector (u / uq" . . .  , u / uqn f. 
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(f will be expressed as the function of q and z.) Kow, let us compute V(x) : 

\lVe should like to show that there exist constants 0 < " < K, such that if A 

is large enough and if "/A <::: Ilzll <::: KA then V(x) = V(z , q) < -[3, where 

:1 is a positive nUInher (to he defined later) that may depend on A. Thus we 

would like to prove that in a ring R around "e1"O it holds that 

\lVe now estimate the l .h .s . of the above equation from below and the r .h .s . 

from above. 

Since DT (q) + D (  q) is symmetric it holds that 

and, Illoreover, 

(B .5)  

where .\ is defined in Equation (16) .  

Now let us estimate zTf from above. First we expand f by substituting q from 

Equation (12) and w from Equation ( 1 1 ) :  

f = At(q) (v(q) + z)A -1 (q) (Z - d(q)) + d'(q) (v(q) + z) . 

After reordering the terms according to the "powers" of z we arrive at 

f = At( q)zA -I ( q)z + 
-A'(q)zA -I (q)d(q) + A'(q)v(q)A -1 (q)Z + d'(q)z + 
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-A'( q)v( q)A -I (q)d( q) + d'( q)V(q) . 

Since zl'f s: I z''f l we have that 

zTf S: IzT A'(q)zA-1 (q)z l  + 
IzTA'(q)zA -1 (q)d(q) 1 + I zl'A'(q)v(q)A - I (q)zl + IzTd'(q)z l  + 
IzT A'(q)v(q)A- 1 (q)d(q) 1 + IzT d'(q)v(q) l .  

In what follows we estimate the individual addends of the above formula .. 

Since A(q) = D(q)A(q) we have that A'(q) = D'(q)A(q) + D(q)A'(q) and 

A - I (q) = A - I (q)D- 1 (q) .  Using some properties of the induced matrix norms 

for the first term we get that 

IZl'A'(q)zA-' (q)z l  s: IzTD'(q)A(q)zA -1 (q)D-I(q)z l  + Izl 'D(q)A'(q)zA -1 (q)D-I (q)z l 
s: I l z I I " I I A  - 1 (q ) I I I ID-I (q) 1 1 ( l ID'(q) I I I IA (q) 1 1 + I I D(q) I I I IA'(q) I I) . 

Since A(q)A-I (q) = E, then I IA-I (q) 1 1 s: 1/ 1 IA(q) 1 1  s: 1/a, where a i" 

given by Equation ( 14) . Similarly, I ID-I (q) 1 1  s: l id, where d is given by 

Equation ( 1 5) . Since A, D ano A' ano D' are continuouo ano D is COIll-

pact, then A. = sUPqElJ I IA(q) l l ,  A' = sUPqElJ I IA' (q) l l ,  D = oUPqElJ I ID (q) l l ,  

ano D' = "uPqElJ I ID'(q) 1 1 are finite. Now let u = D'A + DA'. Then we have 

that I z T A' (q)zA - I (q)z I s: l i z I I' u I (a d) . Arguing "imilarly for the reot of the 

addends we get the following inequalities: 

I ZT A'(q)zA -1 (q)d(q) 1 s: I l z l l'pula,  

IZT A' (q)v(q)A - I (q)z l s: I l z l l'vnla,  

IzT d'(q)z l  s: I l z l l'p' 
I zT A'(q)v( q)A -I(q)d( q) I S: I lz l lpunl a ,  ano 

Iz" d'(q)v(q) 1 s: I l z l lP' v 
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where p = sup{ l ld(q) 1 1  I q E D }, p' = sup{ l ld'(q) 1 1  I q E D }, and " = 

sup{ I lv(q) 1 1  I q E D } . Here v is finite and for p we have the estimate 

p :::; ( l+D) (v+/!)+r', where [, = sup{ l lh(q) 1 1 1 q E D }, and r = sup{ l lr(q) 1 1 1 

q E D } are finite values. Similarly, pi is finite provided that (in addition to 

the above continuity assumptions) D' = D'(q) , Vi = v'(q) ,  hi = h'(q) and 

r' = r' (q) are continuous. 

Thus 

zTf :::; I l z I 13a/(a d) + I l z l l ' ((p + v)a/a + pi) + I l z l iv(pa/a + pi) . 

Now let A " A, and A, be the coefficients of the tenm I lz l l ", I l zW and I l z l l in 

the above equation divided by )../2. 

We require that A l l zW :::> A, I lz I I' + A, l lzW + A., l l z l l  + ,G . This inequality holds 

if the following inequalities hold: Al lz l l' /4 :::> A, I l z l l" , A l l z l l'/4 :::> A2 1 Iz l l' , 

A l l zW/4 :::> A., l l z l l ,  and Al lz l l '/4 :::> .G. Now let us choose A such that A :::> 4A, . 

The last two inequalities are satisfied if 

G is chosen so that � :::> /*: that is, let (3 smaller than or equal to 16A.�/A. 

Finally, the first inequality is satisfied provided that 

(If A, = a then any z will do. )  Summing up, let A satisfy A 2: 4 max(A" VA3A" A3/c) 

and let ,G :::; 16A�/ A. Then, according to Corollary 4 there exists a positive 

number , T > a such that if 

A 
I l z (O) 1 1  < 4.4 ,  
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then for all t > T for whi('h zit) is defined there holds 

I l z ( t) I I < E  

and this proves the theorem. 

C Perturbation of a robot arm 

In this section we prove that for a particular type of robot ann graspmg or 

releasing heavy objects the perturbation is positive definite. For this let us 

consider a. robot 31'm with three degrees of freedom (Anderson and Miller, 

III, 1992) (see Figure 1 ) .  Assume that the mass of the end-point of the arm 

changes. First we compute the resulting perturbation matrix and then answer 

the question of positivity. 

The robot is siIllilar to the three Illajor axes (hase� llppE-'r ann and foreann) of 

typi('al industrial robots . Let J, j\l, , 1VI" L "  L,  denote the rotational inertia of 

the base, the point mass between the upper arm and the forearm, the point 

mass at the end of ann (including payload) ,  the length of the upper arm, and 

the length of the forearm, respectively. Then the dynamics of the robot ann 

IS gIven as 

q = A(q)u + b(q, q), 

where q = (q" q" q,,) is the vector of angular positions of the robot (q, IS 

the angular position of the robot base axis, q, is the angular elevation of 

the upper arm above hori7,Ontal, qJ is the angula.r eleva.tion of the forearm 

above hori7-ontal), u = (U1 ' u" 71,J) is the torque vector of actuators (U1 ' 71" and 

u" denote the torque of the base, the upper ann and the forearm actuators, 

respectively) , A(  q) is the inverse of the inertia matrix and b(q, q) represents 
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the Coriolis and centripetal forces and the gravity loading. Here 

o 

A(q) = o 

o n 

where a = (AI, + M,)M,Li L� - (M,L ,  L, sin(q, + q,,))' . We are interested in 

replacing lVI, by smne other load, say AI. Let us denote A(  q) when AI, is 

replaced by l'vI hy AM(q). Let D(q) = AM(q)A:;;), (q). Then D(q) is equal to 

dll 0 0 

where 

o 

CivIl +�\I:1 )LT 
a 

n 

d 
_ J + L1 AI, cos2 q, + L1 l\ih cos' q, + l\ihL,L, cos q, cos qJ + I'III,L; cos' qJ 

, , - .J + L1AI, cos' q2 + L;M cos' q, + M L,L, cos q, cos ql + M L� C08' q" 
d" = b( -]\;I j\;1, L, - 1);!JII2L, + M,M, L ,  sin q + M AI,L ,  sin q )  
dB = b.lVI, L ,  (AI, - }II )  
d" = -bM, L ,  ( AI,  - M )  sin q 
d", = b( jllM, L, sin q + AI ;11,L, sin q - ]\l12M, L, - MiVI,L,) ,  

wher" q = q, + q" and 

III, + AI, cos' q 
b =  

" ( , l\iI( AI, + l\ih )( L, sin q - L,)  .lvI, + l\iI cos' q)  

We should like to know whether C(q) = DT(q) + D (q) is  positive definite and 

also its minimal singular value. The singular values of D(q) are 
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A 
_ J + L ;  Ail cos' q, + L ;  Ai, C08' q, + Ai, LI L ,  cos q, cos q3 + l'lI, L� cos' ql 

1 - J + Li l\;II cos' q, + L UIJ cos' q, + JIJ L I L, cos q, cos q3 + JIJ Li cos' q3 

A, = Ai,' + Md'd, + M,(AII + M,) C08' q
, and 

.lIJf + l\;II Al, + .I'"I( NIl + .I'"I, I cos' q . . . 

A 
_ M, AIt + AI, AI + M,(lVI, + AI) cos' q 

, - kI kI{ + ]vIIM, + NI(Al1 + ]V!,) cos' q '  

A, > A, is  equivalent t o  .I'"I > l'I, . (These formulae were computed by Maple 

V©.) Using the well known aritillnetical-gpometrical mean inequality one can 

show that hoth the Illlmerator and the denominator of A, arp positive. \Ve 

know that Am;n (C(q) ) = infl l. 1 12=1 zTC(q)z. Hpnce, 

inf zTC(q) z =  inf zT(D(q) + DT(q))z 
1 1. 1 12=1 1 1. 1 12=1 ' 

> inf zTD(q)z + inf zTDT(q)z 
- I I' I IF' I I' I IFI 

" = 2 inf z D (  q)z. 
I I' I IF ' 

We know that inf l l• I I,=, zTD( q)z = Am;n (D (  q)) adong as D(  q) is diagoni�able. 

We claim that D (q) is diagoni�able for all q. Fix an arbitrary q and let 

D = D (  q) .  If all the eigenvalues of D were disjoint then of course D would 

be diagoni�able. \Ve know that D has at least two distinct eigenvalues: A, 

and '\3. (Otherwise AI = J1J2 in which caBe D is the unit matrix and is thus 

diagoni7-ahle) . Assume furtllPr that, for example, Al = A2 . \Ve claim that 

the eigenspace of a = Al = A, is two dimensional. This suffices for D to he 

diagoni7-ahk. Indeed, a must he the root of the characteristic polynomial (ld 

us denote it hy p(.1; ) )  of the mil trix 

Do =  

since the multiplicity of a is two. Moreover, a can be only a single-multiplicity 

root of this characteristic polynomial. since A, and Al are different. Now let 
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us take an arbitrary eigenvector of D corresponding to a. Let Uf-l denote it by 

x = ( :r:" :I:" :/:3 )T. It must hold that (D - aE)x = O. Substituting D must hold 

that O:/:, = 0 and 

o 

o 

vVe know that the rank of the matrix on the I.h.s. of the equation is exactly one 

since a is a single multiplicity root of p( x) , the characteristic polynomial of Do. 

Thus we have that .", can be chosen arbitrarily and that another component , 

say .r2 can be chosen arbitr31'ily, too. Thus the eigenspace of a is indeed 2-

dimensional and since the eigenvectors of disjoint eigenvalues arc independent 

of each other we get that D is always diagoni7-ablc. 

Returning to the robot arlll, we get that 

Am;n (C(q) ) ?: 2 min(A" A" A3) > O. 

Let A = infq Am;n (C (  q)) .  Since A I , A2 and A3 are continuous functions of q, 

and q is constrained in a compact space (the angle space) we get that there 

exists a point q such that Am;n (C (q) ) = A.  From this one has that A > O.  If 

we knu\'\' consider the dependence of the eigenvalues on AI one can see that all 

the eigenvalues are inversely proportional to ;VI. Since A, the gain of the SDS 

Feedback Control, is also inversely proportional to A we have that A should 

be chosen proportional to A1. 
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D Figure Captions 

Figure 1 C07npen.'w,toTY control by do"nbl-ing the in'UF-T. 'H'- dynnrnic8 controller. 

The SDS Controller is nnnposeci of two identical copies of an inverse dy

namics controller (IDC) . One copy acts as the original feedforward con

troller while the other identical copy is used to develop the compensatory 

signaL i.e. , it is used in a feedback mode. The feedforward and the feedback 

controllers utilize the planned and the experienced speeds, respectively, to 

develop the control signaL 

Figure 1 Idealized S-joint robotic rnanip·ulator. The dynamics of this 3-joint 

robotic manipulator is highly non-linear. A typical perturbation is when the 

manipulator gra" IJS (or relea,,,,,) an object. This is modelled by changing the 

ma,," (A12) at the end-effector. Compensation of this perturbation is hard, 

especially when the mass of the object is large compared to the mass of the 

Illoniplllat( )r . 

Figure 3 A rchited-ure of the 1'DA ne""roeontmller. The discretizing neurons 

have spatially tuned filters that input the sensory information. The neigh

boring ( or geometrical) connections connect discretizing neurons that repre

sent neighboring discretization points. Neighboring connections are utilized 

for spreading activation. InterneuIOns measure the sustained spreading ac

tivities and perform associative learning with the control neUIOns. Interneu

IOns which reside at discretizing neurons corresponding to the actual state 

of the plant activate their conned ions to control neurons which sum up the 

incoming activities and output the resuit. 

Figure 4 Nu.rne1'iml .stu.d·ie8 of the FFC-FBC .s!lstern. Typical trajectories 

in the presence of additive pertnrbation (upper ldt fignre) ,  multiplicative 

perturbation (lower ldt figure) ,  inhomogeneous perturbation (lower right 

figure), and features of the compensa.tory vedor for the case of additive 

pertnrbation (upper right fignre) a.re shown. The trajectory fignres show 

20x20 pixel regions. The task during the additive and llluitiplicative per-
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tnrbations was to travel frorIl ,vest to east. The task for the inhorIlogeneons 

transfonnation was to travel fl"(nIl sonth-west to ru)rth-east. Uncornpensated 

plants show the comhined effects of finite-si�ed samples , finite resolution and 

disturhed activity patterns on the discreti"ing layer. 

Additive perturbation: the plant without compentsation leaves the state 

space while the plant that uses the compensation mechanism can build up 

the correct compensation term after a few time steps. The length of the 

compensation vector and the deviation angle from the optimal direction 

are shown in the upper right figure. 

Multiplicative perturbation : the plant without compensation proceeds along 

an angle to the correct direction. The build up time of the compensation 

vector now is faster (lne to a larger gain valne. 

InhorIlogeneons pertnrbation: the pertnrbation (again a rotation effect) 

wa.s the strongest in the middle of the state space and was �ero at the 

edges of the state space. The trajectory plotted by diamonds corresponds 

to the unperturbed plant tha.t used the compensation mechanism. The 

trajectory plotted by squa.res corresponds to the perturbed plant that 

used the cOlllpensation lllechanislll. Due to the inholllogeneous nature of 

the perturbation and to the large integration time, the controller strongly 

overcompensates: the plant moves from the upper side of the optimal path 

to the lower side when the perturbation decreases rapidly from a large 

value to 7,ero. This error can be made arbitrarily small under suitable 

conditions . 
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u = P(q,if) 
,q _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  J 

q 

Fig. 1. Compensatory control by doubling the inverse dynamics controller. 
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Fig. 2 .  Ideali7;E'd 3-joint robotic manipulator. 



Control liiYcr 

lnkmt:uronal layt:l 

Geometry discretiLing !ayel 

Semory layt:r 

Fig. 3 .  Architcd.llrc of the PDA nCllrocont.roller. 
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',e. -----c----�----_c----_j. 

\;-----;-----,,----"-----!, 

Fig. 4. ",umerical studies of the FFC-FBC system. 
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